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QUESTION 1

You have been tasked with monitoring the SOA composite applications and the underlying environment 

within a SOA Cloud Service instance. 

Which SOA Cloud Service web application is best for viewing completed composite instances? 

A. Fusion Middleware Control 

B. WebLogic Service Console 

C. SOA Cloud Service Console 

D. Service Bus Console 

E. SOA Composer 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

As an Integration developer, you have been tasked with integrating Oracle Content and Experience Cloud with a
process application. Because this is a document-centric process that will involve collaboration with process participants,
it has been determined that the document and conversation functionality should be used. Which task is NOT required? 

A. You must manually enable the document and conversation features for your process application. 

B. You will need to have the administrator configure the connection between Oracle Integration Cloud (Processes) and
Oracle Content and Experience Cloud because developers do not have those permissions. 

C. You will need to create a new process application because the conversation functionality cannot be enabled for pre-
existing applications. 

D. You will need to assign conversation viewers to either an Oracle Content and Experience user role or Oracle
Documents Cloud Service user role. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When considering the configuration of APIs, Services, and Service Accounts in the API Platform Cloud Service, which
two statements are valid? 

A. A Service Account is limited to using OAuth credentials only for defining security because Services can be configured
to define Basic Authentication. 

B. A Service must include a Service Account reference to invoke a back-end service. 

C. An API references Services and Service Accounts through the policies defining the API. 
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D. An API Platform policy can be configured to reference another policy to override credentials information. 

E. A Service Account defines the security credentials required to invoke a back-end service. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Understand the Relationship Between APIs, Services, and Service Accounts Service accounts and services are
resources that you can manage and use in policies for APIs. A service account defines the security credentials required
to invoke a backend service. A service account can either define Basic Auth or OAuth credentials. A service is used to
represent a backend service. It defines the properties required to invoke a backend service. The main required property
of the service is the URL at which a backend service can be invoked. A service can also reference a service account to
configure the credentials required to invoke a backend service. An API references services and service accounts
through the policies defining the API. An API policy making outbound calls, such as Service Request and Service
Callout, can configure the backend service inline by specifying the URL in the policy itself, or the policy can reference
the service resource representing the backend service. The policy can also be configured to reference a service account
to configure or override credentials information. Services and service accounts make it easier to manage changes to the
services or the required credentials. Update them in one place and all the policies that reference them update to the
new values. https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/api-platform-cloud/apfad/understand-relationship-apis- servicesand-
service-accounts.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three Service-Oriented Architecture Cloud Service (SOA CS) Components can route a message to an end
point? 

A. Oracle Mediator 

B. Oracle Business Rules 

C. Oracle BPEL Process Manager 

D. Oracle Service Bus 

Correct Answer: ABC 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/soa-cloud/csbcs/components-oracle-soa-cloud-service.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which feature flag lifecycle stage includes OIC features that you can request from Oracle to be disabled within your OIC
instance environment? 

A. Internal Only 

B. General Availability 

C. Feature Controlled 

D. Feature Controlled General Availability 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 6

Which Process type should you choose to model non-sequential process type in Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC)? 

A. Adaptive Case Management process 

B. Structured Process 

C. Dynamic process 

D. Unstructured Process 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/using-processes-oracleintegration-cloud.pdf 

 

QUESTION 7

You have been tasked with provisioning a Managed File Transfer (MFT) Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). 

Which of provisioning requirement is NOT valid? 

A. You are required to obtain an authentication token for an Object Storage bucket within an accessible OCI
compartment. 

B. You can use any Oracle Database instance running in either OCI or OCI Classic. 

C. You must create a Virtual Cloud Network in OCI with at least two subnets. 

D. Provisioning MFT requires creating a SOA Cloud Service instance in OCI choosing "MFT Cluster" as a service type. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the "Decision Table" in Business Rules in Process Cloud Service? 

A. a range value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed value ranges for the input and output data
objects of a decision 

B. a decision matrix that organizes if/then rules into a spreadsheet-like format, where rows represent conditions and
actions, and columns match condition values to action alternatives 

C. an if/then rule that has one or more conditions (if statements) that together are true or false, and one or more actions
(then statements) that are applied if the conditions are true 

D. a value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed values for the input and output data objects of a
decision 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/process-cloud/user/creating-if-then-rule-business- rules.html https://d
ocs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/process-cloud/user/creating-decision-table-businessrules.html#GUID-26D3DF2A-
D6D8-404F-834D-EE512E787630 Creating a Decision Table in Business Rules A decision table organizes if/then rules
into a spreadsheet-like format, in which rows represent conditions and actions, and columns match condition values to
action alternatives. 

 

QUESTION 9

When considering the management of plan entitlements in the API Platform Cloud Service, which two statements are
valid? 

A. Two entitlements of the same plan cannot point to the same entire API, or to the same action in an API. 

B. A given API can only be entitled by one plan at a time. 

C. You must have Service Manager role permissions to manage plan entitlements. 

D. An entitlement is the relationship between a plan and an API that defines how a client application can access the
API. 

E. A given plan defines entitlements to only one specific API. 

Correct Answer: AD 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/api-platform-cloud/apfad/manage-api- entitlements.html#GUIDF11CD88F-
F269-41B1-8236-3FC3D62014B1 Understand API Entitlements An entitlement is the relationship between an API and a
Plan that defines how a client application can access the API. There is a many-to-many relationship between plans and
APIs. A given plan can have entitlements to multiple APIs; for example, to group related APIs. A given API can be
entitled by multiple plans; for example, to provide different quality of service criteria. Note that two entitlements of the
same plan cannot point to the same entire API, or to the same action in an API. 

 

QUESTION 10

What Expression Language does Decision Modeling and Notation (DMN) use? 

A. RegEx 

B. Groovy 

C. Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL) 

D. Process Expression Language (PEL) 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/process-cloud/user/understanding-feel-friendly-enough- expressionlanguage.html
Decision Modeling and Notation (DMN) defines Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL) to provide standard
executable semantics to all expressions used within a decision model. In Process, you use FEEL to define expressions
within all notations of decision logic, including decision tables. 

 

QUESTION 11
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What are the correct steps involved in Business process creation in Process Cloud Service? 

A. Visio (vdx), BPMN 2.0 (bpmn) and XPDL 2.x (xpdl) 

B. Perform WSDL configuration, XML message definition and web page design 

C. Create an Abstract, Design Services, Set up Notify, Configure Send and Receive and Decisions 

D. Create a process; assign roles to the process; Design the flow; Configure flow element properties; Define the data
and then Associate the data 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/process-cloud/user/creating-business-process.html#GUIDDE37452E-
E16D-4071-9AA3-CBC9B6DBC617 

 

QUESTION 12

Which REST API can be used for registering a device as third party device? 

A. CREATE /iot/api/v2/private/partners 

B. POST /iot/api/v2/private/partners 

C. REGISTER /iot/api/v2/private/partners 

D. PUT /iot/api/v2/private/partners 

E. GET /iot/api/v2/private/partners 

Correct Answer: B 

You can register all devices in Oracle IoT Cloud as third party partner devices by using this REST API: POST
/iot/api/v2/private/partners. https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/iot-cloud/develop/specifying-devices-third-party-
partner- devicesoracle-iot-cloud-service.html 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three are characteristics of Device Virtualization? 

A. Oracle Internet of Things (IoT) Cloud Service does not support Device Virtualization. 

B. You can monitor each device endpoint\\'s health, performance, and location via the client software 

library API or with REST calls made to those devices. 

C. You can collect data from your devices using APIs delivered with Oracle Internet of Things (IoT) Cloud Service Client
Software Libraries or Oracle IoT Cloud Service Gateway. 

D. The APIs provided enable you to send telemetry messages and device data from your devices to Oracle Internet of
Things (IoT) Cloud Service, control your devices, and deploy applications to your gateway devices. 

E. Devices used are not real. They are virtual devices and linked with Oracle Internet of Things (IoT) CS. 
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Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference: http://www.otechtalks.tv/an-introduction-to-oracle-internet-of-things/ 

 

QUESTION 14

Which JNDI name value must be provided when configuring the properties of a new database adapter outbound
connection pool to support dependent SOA composite applications? 

A. The associated XA database adapter plan deployed with this database adapter outbound connection pool. 

B. The defined XA database adapter connection factory configured for this WebLogic domain. 

C. The corresponding XA enterprise resource adapter application deployed to the same WebLogic cluster. 

D. The corresponding XA datasource configuration deployed to the same WebLogic cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which is NOT an activity that an Application Developer (API Consumer) can perform in the Developer Portal in
Integration API Platform Cloud Service? 

A. Learn about APIs 

B. Subscribe to a plan 

C. Create an API 

D. Test an API 

E. Create Application 

F. Monitor performance 

Correct Answer: F 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/api-platform-cloud/apfdv/typical-workflow-consumingapis.html#GUID-0AC9919A-
A1B6-49D5-B2B1-6E6CD227805A 
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